Abstract-The passive infrared mono-station location algorithm for mobile targets due to stationary platform are investigated. The passive location physical model and related algorithm of mobile target are established. The algorithm in this paper can be effectively applied to the location for both uniformly accelerated mobile targets and those with varying acceleration. Numerical simulations verify the correctness and the feasibility of the algorithm and indicate that the relative ranging error is less than 5% of the slope distance from target to platform which completely satisfies the specification requirement of mono-station infrared passive location.
INTRODUCTION
In modern warfare the aerial targets have significantly challenged the survival of weapons and military apparatus in the land. Once the signals radiating from the ground weapons and military apparatus are received by the enemy the ground target might be quickly attacked by anti-radiating missiles. If the ground systems are equipped with passive detecting and locating device under the prerequisite of efficient concealment, powerful countermeasure capability to the attacking targets can be achieved. Some location algorithms for aerial mobile targets on the basis of monostation passive infrared method have been reported [1] [2] [3] . New schemes of passive location were put forward in references [4] [5] [6] [7] based on the principles of photoelectric imaging and image array measurement and passive location problem of mobile targets by non-mobile platform was explored. However, these schemes can not be applied to situations in which the target plane is not parallel to camera plane that the motion state and posture change. In this paper some innovations are made to the present scheme, appropriate model is established, a novel algorithm is proposed by real time renewing to the velocity and acceleration of the target to adapt to the variation of moving state of the target and some optimizations have been made to the algorithm.
II. PHYSICAL MODELING AND ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The physical model for mono-station passive infrared location technique by stationary platform is shown in Fig.1 . mono-station passive infrared location system is placed in a measurement station C which is fixed in position on the ground or in slow motion The system can track the aerial threatened targets in a real time way. The mobile target is situated in point A at the initial time, which moves at a speed of v 0 and is R 0 meters away from the measurement station. After a time interval T, the mobile target is situated at point B and moves at a speed of v 1 and is R 1 meters away from the measurement station. The spanning angle of the target subtended to the station during this time interval is 0  . The passive infrared system which is composed of infrared focal plane array detectors in the measurement station make tracking and measurement to the target in a real-time way to obtain the information of azimuth and high-low angle of the target as well as the imaging information. Our purpose of study is to acquire the real-time measurement information at every sampling time such as information of azimuth and high-low angle, distance between target and measuring station as well as imaging information of the target by using the passive infrared system in the measuring station.
In terms of imaging theorem, we have the relations at time i B and 1 Combining Equ.（3）and Equ.（5）, we have
Equ.（6）is the location formula we want. Equ. （6）can be used for locating the oblique target and Equ.（7）can be used for locating the radial target.
III. THE ANALYSIS OF RANGING ERROR
In accordance with Equ. （ 6 ） , the error of radial 
Hence, the relative error can be formulated as
In accordance with the specification requirement, the ranging precision expressed by relative error is no more than 5%, that is, as long as the following equation 
A. Simulation experiment to a uniformly accelerated targe
Suppose that the mobile target moves at an acceleration of 2 10m/s in a straight line. Fig. 3 shows the result of simulation experiment of mono-station passive location of a uniformly accelerated target in existence of noise. Fig. 3  （3 a ）,（3b）,（3c）are three dimensional motion model, motion speed, distance, the error between calculated distance and theoretical distance, respectively. line. Fig. 4 shows the results of simulation experiment of mono-station passive location of the target with changing acceleration in existence of noise. Fig. 4（4 a ）,（4b）, （4c）,（4d）are three dimensional motion model, motion speed, distance, the error between calculated distance and theoretical distance, respectively, on this occasion. Based on the simulation experiment above, we can see that the mono-station passive location algorithm to mobile targets due to stationary platform in this paper in existence of noise can be effectively applied to the location for both uniformly accelerated mobile target and that with varying acceleration. The relative ranging error is less than 5% of the slope distance from target to platform under the condition that the error of the target's parameter of image and angle is in permission. Mathematical analysis and simulation experiments indicate that the mono-station passive location algorithm to mobile targets due to stationary platform established in this paper objectively reflects the actual situations of the measuring platform and the mobile target. The actual moving state and situation are objectively described in the algorithm since we take account of the imaging information along the moving direction and the information of the variation of the angle of course of the target. By doing so, the algorithm can overcome the passive effects of the pseudo-gesture variation of the mobile target on location precision. The mono-station passive location algorithm to the mobile target due to stationary platform in this paper can be effectively applied to the location for both uniformly accelerated mobile target and that with varying acceleration. The relative ranging error is less than 5% of the slope distance from the target to the platform, which completely satisfies the specification requirement of mono-station infrared passive location.
(4c) The distance of a mobile target 
